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Imagine yourself in a restaurant that serves the choicest delicacies or a bar that has the best wines.
The menu is perfect but the interior is dingy & shadowed. Would you like sitting & dining there? Of
course not! It is normal human nature to look for a place with the perfect ambiance whether we are
dining, sleeping or reading a book. Lighting matters a lot in everyday life. Dingy or poorly lit rooms
give a sense of foreboding to many. Be it homes or offices or public places like restaurants, using
the right lighting fixture requires a sense of aesthetics. While one may hire an interior designer to do
the needful you can also pick fixtures for yourself. It is a simple matter of knowing what suits where.

Outdoor lighting is a tricky affair & one must observe the landscape well before purchasing any
fixtures for the same. While in the morning you may not need any lighting, post dusk the area needs
to be surveyed to spot the places which are shadowy & those that are well-lighted. Striking a good
contrast between them can create a wonderful landscape that will attract more diners if we are
talking about restaurants. Using rustic lighting fixtures in outdoor locales is advised as these suit the
rough terrain & blend into the landscape. The key to outdoor lighting is to focus on the pathways & if
itâ€™s a garden then on the floral beauties. People would simply love to take a walk in a well cared for
garden with sombre evening lights. Whatâ€™s more, you can decorate your lighting fixtures too. Have a
money plant climb on to a lamp & watch the effect it creates.

The washroom in a restaurant is another place where attention should be paid. Merely installing
fancy tiles isnâ€™t enough. What good will the tiles & other decorations do if they donâ€™t come to the
notice of others? Agreed a person visits a washroom for a short span of time & yet you should so
decorate the area that within that short duration you guest is impressed. One can use wall scones to
light up the hallway leading to the bathroom or you can use them to focus on the chamber pots.
Bathroom lighting leaves a lot to imagination & you can try many options to see which one suits the
best considering the colour of the tiles & walls etc in mind.

If you are running short of time or are located in an area where there are no good stores nearby, try
shopping online for good lighting fixtures. Crescent Harbour is a good site that offers you many
options for outdoor as well as bathroom lighting & you can purchase them online at affordable rates.
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